Connecting to Higher
Productivity
The ultimate middleware connector
for loan origination systems

Do it once. Do it right. Never do it again!®
If you process loan applications, you need LenderLink® to automate the
interface between your loan origination and core systems.
As a middleware solution, LenderLink pulls information from your loan origination system
(LOS) and pushes it to your core system. LenderLink can perform this task automatically in
the background, or you can use LenderLink to review and edit the information prior to sending
it to core. For most origination systems, LenderLink can also pull up-to-date, real-time
information (such as CIF) from the core and push it back to the LOS.
LenderLink is the most powerful and ﬂexible middleware available in the industry – and

compatible with virtually every LOS and core processing system combination. Start boarding
loans simply and seamlessly with LenderLink.

Customized for Your Operations
How much and what type of information do you
want to collect when originating loans? Do you
want to collect the minimum or as much as you
can—including ﬁnancial and legal—before boarding
the loan?
LenderLink supports both approaches. Lowenstein

and Associates will work with you to customize
LenderLink’s LOS ﬁelds and data mapping to
match your operations. We even provide customized
ﬁeld-level help text so that staff instructions are
documented.

“I rate LenderLink and Lowenstein and
Associates as A+ in the world of software products
and support. To anyone considering this product,
I would say that you can’t go wrong with
LenderLink. The support and the product are
head and shoulders above the rest of the software
out there.”
Tim Eberly
Activity Manager/Special Projects
Peoples Federal Savings Bank of DeKalb County
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Increase Efﬁciency, Reduce Errors
Stop duplicate data entry!
You’ve already entered loan application information in your LOS. Once the loan is approved,
don’t re-enter the same information in the core system. LenderLink’s smart-communication technology eliminates double/triple data
“LenderLink reduced our loan boarding time
entry. It automatically assigns key loan
from 20-30 minutes to 5-10 minutes. The process
characteristics based on loan type and
works easily and efﬁciently. Their support personnel
passes that information to the core. It posts
are quick to respond to any changes we need and
funding transactions to the core and pulls CIF
they are always a pleasure to work with.”
information right back into your LOS.
Brenda Butrum

By using LenderLink to move loan information
Loan Oversight
between your LOS and your core, you reduce
First Federal Bank
data entry errors and free up time for your staff
to focus on other tasks. Not only does LenderLink make your people more productive,
it facilitates segregation of duties when boarding loans. LenderLink even helps with
general ledger and funding transactions.

So Much More than Origination
LenderLink is an online, real-time bulk monetary transaction and bulk loan posting

solution. If you process hundreds or thousands of monetary transactions daily—whether
from lending, payroll, remote operations or other sources—or you buy pools of loans, you’ll
be happy to know that LenderLink generates automated batch uploads to replace manual
transaction posting and manual boarding of purchased loans.

It’s a two-way process!
You can also use LenderLink to feed data from your core to other ancillary systems, such
as Collections and General Ledger. Instead of a nightly
batch feed of information that becomes outdated the
minute a transaction is made, your staff can pull realContact us for a demo!
time data directly from the core whenever needed.
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About Lowenstein and Associates®, PC
Intelligent Computer Solutions
Lowenstein and Associates is a licensed CPA ﬁrm that develops software to help lenders do
their work smarter and faster. When you purchase LenderLink®, you get the best of both
worlds – a top-notch software application supported by certiﬁed public accountants. No wonder ﬁnancial institutions ranging from community credit unions to multi-billion dollar banking
companies have counted on Lowenstein for almost 30 years.
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